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BRIAN WILLS: LINE  LIGHT 
Shana Nys Dambrot · 
November 7, 2017 · 
Densely fretted and motion activated and crying out for every metaphorical use of the word 
string from art to design, music to physics, three new bodies of work by Brian Wills expand and 
deepen his relationship to his material muse—colored thread. A star in the painting-by-another-
means cosmos, Wills has made a deep impression on the imaginations and intellects of 
audiences with his manipulations of thousands of painstakingly stretched, richly hued rayon 
threads, arranged so as to mimic the gradient pop of Op Art abstraction. 
 
Wills iterates the Light & Space influences on his style by using his wood panels in reverse, so 
that the strings “hover” above the open box. The ambient light bounces around inside, glancing 
off their tensile, chromatic surfaces. This is a peacocking kaleidoscope of progression and 
sublimity in which every color on the visible and invisible spectrum seems to be represented. It 
should be a riot, but it’s a pageant. It should be a cacophony, but it’s a symphony. It’s almost 
synaesthetic. The discovery that the surfaces dramatically change with the viewer’s own 
movement not only engages the architectural space around them, but tends to elicit gasps of 
delight and a sudden onset of childlike wonder from even the most mature viewer.  
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Brian Wills, Untitled (Orange to Green Progression), 2017, photo by Joshua White, 

courtesy of the artist and Praz-Delavallade 
 

For the intellect, Wills also articulates a profound affinity for the legacy of minimalist and hard 
edge painters. Art history lovers and especially students of the Los Angeles school of optically-
charged, atmospheric and subtly variable abstract painting will recognize ideas about colors that 
are slow to emerge, surfaces designed to change over time, and the high drama of tonal half-
steps. In the two newest series represented in this exhibition, Wills builds on that foundation to 
grow into more profoundly materialist directions. In many of the new works, he has painted the 
natural wood grain of the panel versos with radiant oil washes that transform the natural 
patterning without obscuring it, creating a heightened field over which the threads do their thing 
in a fresh, intense context. The most surprising evolution is the enamel and polyurethane series, 
in which the thread is embedded, rather than hovering above the grounds, so that the strings 
function like drawing within a conventional painting—almost. Not for nothing, but he worked on 
these new pieces with Jack Brogan, the legendary plastics and resin engineer responsible for 
executing the greatest works of the entire Light & Space generation—and Brogan knows more 
about this territory than anyone else alive. They too have a whole thing about coming to life with 
motion and ambient light/surface depth, but while that effect is familiar, the means by which he 
achieved it is beyond inventive. And that sense of discovery indelibly involves any viewer with a 
taste for magic on an emotional level, taking them on a journey from heart to head and back 
again. 
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Helen Pashgian and Brian Wills 
TOTAH 

 
 

Brian Wills, Untitled (Blue 
and tangerine banded HT) 
2017, single-strand rayon 
thread on wood, 24"x48" 

 
A two-person show of Helen Pashgian and Brian Wills, “Transient” modeled the visual volatility 
characteristic of many 1960s Southland art practices. Despite its moorings in a Los Angeles 
vernacular of Light and Space—that likewise conjures a very specific horizon of military and 
commercial development and the coincident artistic appropriation of such technologies—this 
occasion eschewed historical specificity in favor of a formal, phenomenological dilation of 
temporality licensed by the same origins. (The press release casts “light” as atemporal, “as old 
as the universe itself,” and also as site-specific cosmology: “Both artists’ subject is the proto-
light of the West, that blue, harsh light...reflecting and refracting off surfaces, smog, mist, 
casting shadows, and at times flashing brilliant diamond white, bright as an atom bomb.”) This 
critical regionalism presented with a contemporary orientation meant the privileging of recent 
works by Pashgian, some fourteen of which were collected with only two earlier polyester resin 
exemplars, Untitled, 1968, and Untitled, 1969–70, made just before her stint as artist-in-
residence at the California Institute of Technology from 1970 to 1971. It also proposed the 
continuity of centered concerns of craft and refined surfaces, strategies that find their 
expression in Wills’s new gossamer-covered panels. 
 
With pieces by Pashgian and Wills interspersed throughout the two main galleries, Totah 
insisted that the two artists be considered jointly. The first space offered some of Wills’s 
vibrating constructions, wooden supports across which he stretched thousands of infinitely hued 
rayon threads in an array of intervals, patterns, and densities; Pashgian’s adjacent contribution 
comprised her signature, comparatively diminutive spheres, here perched atop pedestals 
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mounted to the wall, where they assumed the look of orphic marbles or agents of something like 
a solar corona. She began these in 1968 using cast polyester resin; by the following year, she 
began inserting acrylic rods into the centers of her orbs to exaggerate the refractive possibilities 
of the translucent materials. Getty conservator Rachel Rivenc has written about Pashgian’s 
intricate and labor-intensive molding, dyeing, sanding, curing, and pouring, describing the 
results as the consequence of a method “more akin to home cooking than dehumanized 
industrial processes.” While a comparably gendered reading might have been obtained at 
Totah, the emphasis on reception mitigated such concerns, proposing still another emphasis, on 
the here and now. 
 
Pashgian’s glassy, continuous surfaces quite literally reflect it. The artist’s flatter, castepoxy 
squares that encircled the second room similarly responded to ambient fluctuations in 
atmosphere and solicited the physical movement of the viewer before them. Almost holographic, 
they shift from deep, opalescent blackness to nebular bursts: a shaft of emerald light in one, an 
aqueous square of chartreuse in another, and cruciform shafts of icy white, teal, and leaf in still 
more (all Untitled, 2009–11). Where Pashgian continues to mine spectral qualities, forcing not 
just an optical but a bodily response, Wills similarly conjures works that appear wholly different 
from themselves when seen from straight on, or obliquely from the sides, much less up close or 
farther back. From a distance of even a few feet, the constitutive threads dissolve into bands of 
dematerialized color, which obdurately reassert themselves only at a nearer range. This effect 
was produced in two examples: one where the grain is preserved and another where it is 
willfully overwhelmed by a fiery crimson. Untitled (Wood poly), 2007, and Untitled (fire red poly), 
2016, featured ligneous grounds and embedded rayon threads within an overall coat of 
polyurethane, whereas others, including Untitled (yellow on walnut hovering thread), 2017, 
maintain a gap between fiber and background and leave the former untreated. Like the 
Pashgians, they are simultaneously portals and closed surfaces. But first and foremost, they are 
built, manifestly made things. They admit a human aspect that cosmic framing obscures, 
perhaps suggesting a scale of response that is appropriately contingent. 
—Suzanne Hudson, October 2017 
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Transient 

3 May — 30 Jul 2017 at the Totah in New York, United States 
17 JULY 2017 

 
 
 
Totah is proud to present Transient, an exhibition of California Light and Space artists 
Helen Pashgian and Brian Wills, which will open May 3rd, 2017. Both Pashgian, pioneer of the 
original Light and Space movement, and Wills, of its next generation, traffic in obsessive 
experimentation with the conditions of vision. Seeking patterns of line and color, depth and 
motion, transparency and opacity, reflection and refraction, their true medium is light itself. 
Transient slices across physics and neuroscience, optics and vision; requiring of the viewer to 
navigate the tension between the eye, the brain and the body. Space is arguably incalculable 
without Light - oscillating between wave and particle - but most certainly indiscernible without 
movement, with which we travel around and through a work of art and take possession of it as 
our own. 
 
 Pashgian and Wills share a trademark of testing the boundaries of their craft, laboring over their 
materials until they disembody, abandoning their very mundane physicality. 
With skills approaching scientific exactitude, Wills stretches thousands of infinitely hued nylon 
and rayon threads against wood frames, while Pashgian relentlessly drives epoxy into molds 
that defy all previous applications. Both artists’ subject is the proto-light of the west, that blue, 
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harsh light … reflecting and refracting off surfaces, smog, mist, casting shadows, and at times 
flashing brilliant diamond white, bright as an atom bomb. Light is as old as the universe itself, 
and yet, as new and exciting as ever. Pashgian and Wills explore alongside the likes of Kepler, 
Copernicus, Galileo, and (literally for Pashgian) Richard Feynman, using abstraction, instead of 
mathematics or music, to confront new possibilities of understanding color, movement and 
spatial relationships – whether immediate or cosmological. Uniting Pashgian and Wills’ works is 
the singularity, that point of no return where only artists and scientists go, with endless curiosity 
and passion, in the name of discovery. So Wills spans myriad multicolored strings against 
shallow depths, aggregating integers of transparency - the surfaces of his work so infinitesimally 
varied in resolution as one moves across them - as to approach eternity. While Pashgian casts 
shadows of nebulous origin deep within her unfathomable plasmic substances – so that one 
dances around guessing at the source of their emanating light, and of their changing colors, 
hues and forms. This then occurs, the hallmark of great art: suddenly we are close looking; 
we’ve surrendered seeing; the object disappears and we are left with just ourselves; vibrating, 
pulsating, engaged, entranced in deep play with that mother of all creation: wonder. 
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Front | Side: Selected Works by Deborah Salt & Brian Wills 
April 6 – May 14, 2017 

 
 
Porch Gallery Ojai presents Front | Side: Selected Works by Deborah Salt and Brian 
Wills. Like a chef simultaneously achieving a savory and sweet delicacy, Salt and Wills 
straddle the fine line of minimalism paired with a complex visual palette. At first glance 
the works appear duo-chromatic, constructed of blocks of color devoid of shading. As 
the viewer moves around the pieces, the colors glow and intensify with each new step 
and angle. 
Salt applies thick pigment to the sides of her works leaving the front of the canvases 
stark white or black. The room’s ambient light ignites the color causing it to radiate out 
from the piece, making the traditionally passive walls conspirators in the artwork. The 
paintings are installed “tipped” on their sides, giving them added movement and 
breaking the customary static horizontal and vertical fields. 
On the other hand, Wills’ wall sculptures, constructed of rayon thread wrapped around 
wood boxes, are hung in concise grids. When viewed head-on, the thin strands of thread 
wrapped around the structure with obsessive craftsmanship, devour light and flatly 
expose the architecture of the box. The gaps in the thread reveal the infrastructure of the 
piece to the viewer. When viewed from the side, the slits disappear, causing the colors 
to pop and magnify to extreme density. The box that once seemed empty and bare 
magically appears to be filled with a neon light. 
Brian Wills (b. Lexington, Kentucky) holds both a JD and SSP from Harvard University 
(1995) and BA from Denison University. Wills has exhibited both nationally and 
internationally. Most recently, he was listed by Artsy.net as one of the 20 best booths at 
the 2017 Armory Show. His work are included as part of the The Jarl Mohn Family 
Foundation, the Dallas Price Van Breda collections and the Palm Springs Art Museum. 
Wills lives and works in Los Angeles. 
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Tatiana Berg, May 4, 2017 

TRANSIENT Helen Pashgian and Brian Wills 
183 Stanton Street New York, NY 10002, USA Wednesday, May 3, 

2017–Monday, July 31, 2017 
 

 
 
 
For Immediate Release (New York, NY) - TOTAH is proud to present Transient, an exhibition of 
California Light and Space artists Helen Pashgian and Brian Wills, which will open May 3rd, 
2017. 
 
Both Pashgian, pioneer of the original Light and Space movement, and Wills, of its next 
generation, traffic in obsessive experimentation with the conditions of vision. Seeking patterns of 
line and color, depth and motion, transparency and opacity, reflect ion and refract ion, their true 
medium is light itself. Transient slices across physics and neuroscience, optics and vision; 
requiring of the viewer to navigate the tension between the eye, t he brain and the body. Space 
is arguably incalculable without Light - oscillating between wave and particle – but most 
certainly indiscernible without movement, with which wet ravel around and through a work of art 
and take possession of it as our own. Pashgian and Wills share a trademark of testing the 
boundaries of their craft, laboring over their materials until they disembody, abandoning their 
very mundane physicality. With skills approaching scientific exactitude, Will’s stretches 
thousands of infinitely hued nylon and rayon threads against wood frames, while Pashgian 
relentlessly drives epoxy into molds that defy all previous applications. Both artist’s’ subject is 
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the proto-light of the west, that blue, harsh light … reflecting and refracting off surfaces, smog, 
mist, casting shadows, and at times flashing brilliant diamond white, bright as an atom bomb. 
Light is as old as the universe itself, and yet, as new and exciting as ever. Pashgian and Wills 
explore alongside the likes of Kepler, Copernicus, Galileo, and (literally for Pashgian) Richard 
Feynman, using abstract ion, instead of mathematics or music, to confront new possibilities of 
understanding color, movement and spatial relationships - whether immediate or cosmological. 
Uniting Pashgian and Will s ’ works is the singularity, that point of no return where only artists 
and scientists go, with endless curiosity and passion, in the name of discovery. So Wills spans 
myriad multicolored strings against shallow depths, aggregating integers of transparency - the 
surfaces of h is work so infinitesimally varied in resolution as one moves across them - as to 
approach eternity. While Pashgian casts shadows of nebulous origin deep within her 
unfathomable plasmic substances – so that one dances around guessing at the source of their 
emanating light, and of t heir changing colors, hues and forms. This then occurs, the hallmark of 
great art: suddenly we are close looking; we’ve surrendered seeing; the object disappears and 
we are left with just ourselves; vibrating, pulsating, engaged, entranced in deep play with that 
mother of all creation: wonder. 
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OCHI Projects: Abstract Works Redefining Form 
December 31, 2016 

By Genie Davis 
 

 
 

At OCHI Projects through January 15th, Unstructure takes architectural form and turns it inside 
out. The exhibition includes work of three artists Brian Wills, Connie Walsh, and Claudia 
Parducci, whose mediums may vary but whose points are well expressed across the board; 
structure can be redefined, constraints can be removed, our definitions of known quantities 
revoked. 
 
The exhibition successfully interweaves the work of each artist as their pieces contrast and 
compare. Claudia Parducci’s fragile columns dominate the room at first glance, but serve as a 
terrific counterpoint to the other works. Parducci’s swaying, alien-like, slender black weavings 
subvert what a column is “supposed” to be. They are not sturdy or supportive; rather they are 
suspended, reaching from floor to ceiling. They appear to float, their Jute twine becoming an 
other-worldly and ethereal substance. So loosely woven that light permeates them, viewers are 
drawn to the idea that construction itself is potentially mutable rather than sturdy, vulnerable 
rather than strong. 
 
Making a strong contrast to Parducci’s work are Connie Walsh’s sculptures and photographic 
paintings. Here are mixed media works shaped from yarn, canvas, and beeswax. The shapes 
are altered, distorted. There is a perceptual battle here as to the outside and inside, the world 
we inhabit and the world that inhabits us. The thick composition of many of the pieces adds to 
the concept of depth within as a defining characteristic of outward shape. Witness Walsh’s 
interior facade 23, 2015, a pigment print that is so dimensional it feels like a full constructed 
form. Her pigment print interior facade 25, 2015 is a softer piece, a broken shell. 
 
Likewise, artist Brian Wills asks the viewer to consider what a structure truly consists of. Wills 
melds painting with wall sculpture, using wood and rayon thread in his mixed media works. Both 
abstract and minimalist, his works invite contemplation. He is playing less with the concept of 
architecture itself than with the definition of a broader landscape and its horizons. These 3-D 
works take viewers into a new plane, a kind of alternative spatial existence, perhaps as far as a 
different dimension. His Untitled (Red, Gold, Silver, Wall Sculpture) uses precisely woven multi-
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colored rayon thread on thick walnut wood. The paler front and brighter woven sides play with 
what is the center of the work, what is the heart of it. Likewise, his Untitled (Tangerine and Navy 
HT), using the same medium, creates vibrating stripes of color, a televisiontest- pattern of sorts. 
 
The exhibition itself is based on a fascinating idea that each of the artists gives full play. The 
idea overall is that structure itself depends upon perception. Hence each artist’s work “un-
structures” the traditional, upends the conventional. It is architecture as art without gravity, 
classical forms turned inside out. This is myth as form, function as art. There is a bit of a fun-
house-mirror sensation from these works, an unexpected twist to what a viewer thinks he or she 
is witnessing. The multi-layered textures of these works, particularly evident in Walsh’s works, 
add even more depth to the experience. Freeing and catharctic, this is an exhibition that creates 
perceptive puzzles and allows the viewer the space to solve to them. The show runs through 
January 15th; the gallery is located at 3301 W. Washington Blvd. 
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